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Description
Hi Boone,
I'm attaching the wp theme that Matt emailed about earlier. I hope hope hope that it works without a hitch! We're going to be applying
it on digital.commons.gc.cuny.edu site, per Matt's email.
Let me know if you need anything from me.
Thanks,
Keith
History
#1 - 2013-12-19 01:57 PM - Boone Gorges
- Status changed from New to Reporter Feedback
- Target version set to 1.5.12
Hi Keith - The theme is now on the production site and should be available for activation on the digital.commons.gc.cuny.edu site. Please let me know
how it goes.
#2 - 2013-12-19 02:16 PM - Keith Miyake
Thanks Boone, but I am not seeing it on the list of available themes. Would it be possible for you to activate it directly?
#3 - 2013-12-19 02:22 PM - Boone Gorges
Odd, I wonder what happened. It's activated now.
#4 - 2013-12-19 02:26 PM - Keith Miyake
thanks! it's good now.
#5 - 2013-12-19 03:00 PM - Keith Miyake
- File gcwordpresstheme.zip added
Sorry, but related to issue 2941 (http://redmine.gc.cuny.edu/issues/2941), can you update to the attached theme revision, which includes some
additional hardcoded js and css that was getting filtered by the wordpress content filters.
#6 - 2013-12-19 03:31 PM - Boone Gorges
OK, I've made the update.
#7 - 2013-12-19 05:47 PM - Matt Gold
Thanks to you both.
#8 - 2013-12-21 07:23 PM - Boone Gorges
- Status changed from Reporter Feedback to Resolved
Hi Keith - I'm marking this item as Resolved, so I can clear out my milestone. If you experience further problems, please let me know with a new
ticket.
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